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A Lagrangian dispersion model for predicting
sources, sinks, and fluxes in a uniform 1oblolly pine
(Pinus taeda L.) stand
Gabriel Katul,• Ram Oren, David Ellsworth,2 Cheng-I Hsieh, and Nathan Phillips
Schoolof the Environment,Duke University,Durham, North Carolina

Keith

Lewin

Department of Applied Sciences,BrookhavenNational Laboratory,Upton, New York

Abstract. A canopyLagrangianturbulent scalartransport model for predicting scalar
fluxes,sources,and sinkswithin a forested canopywas tested using CO2 concentrationand
flux measurements.The model formulation is based on the localizednear-field theory
(LNF) proposedby Raupach[1989a,b]. Using the measuredmean CO2 concentration
profile, the verticalvelocityvarianceprofile, and the Lagrangianintegral timescaleprofile
within and above a forestedcanopy,the proposedmodel predicted the CO2 flux and
source(or sink) profiles.The model testingwas carried out usingeddy correlation
measurementsat 9 m in a uniform 13 m tall PinustaedaL. (loblolly pine) standat the
Blackwooddivisionof the Duke Forest near Durham, North Carolina. The tree height
and spacingare relativelyuniform throughout.The measuredvertical profile leaf area
index (LAI) was characterizedby three peaks,with a maximumLAI occurringat 6.5 m, in
qualitativeagreementwith the LNF source-sinkpredictedprofile. The LNF CO2 flux
predictionswere in better agreementwith eddy correlationmeasurements(coefficientof

determination
r2 - 0.58; andstandard
errorof estimate
equalto 0.16mgkg-1 m s-1)
than K theory. The model reproducedthe mean diurnal CO2 flux, suggesting
better
performanceover longer averagingtime periods.Two key simplificationsto the LNF
formulationwere considered,namely,the near-Gaussianapproximationto the vertical
velocityand the absenceof longitudinaladvection.It was found that both of these
assumptions
were violated throughoutthe day, but the resultingCO2 flux error at 9 m was
not stronglyrelated to these approximations.In contrastto the forward LNF approach
utilized by other studies,this investigationdemonstratedthat the inverseLNF approachis
sensitive to near-field

1.

corrections.

andU3 = W), t is time,andxi is the spacecoordinate
system

Introduction

(x• = x, x 2 = y, x 3 = z), with x•, x2, and x 3 alignedalong
the longitudinal,lateral, andverticaldirections,respectively.In
this study,both meteorologicaland tensor notations are used
interchangeably.
The turbulenteddymotioninsidethe canopyis
highlyerraticand intermittent,so it is customaryto applyReyn-

Quantifying the transfer of CO2 and other scalar entities
from leavesto the canopyscale continuesto be a subjectof
activeresearch[e.g., Wofsyet al., 1993]. To properly quantify
this transfer, detailed understandingof the canopy transport
processes
and the structureof turbulencewithin and abovethe
canopy is required. The most comprehensiveapproach to
quantify canopyscalartransportprocessesis to considerthe
scalarmassconservationequationgiven by
OC

Ot

OC

+ V•

•x;

02C

=•

OxjO
xj

(•)

where C is the instantaneousconcentrationof a scalar entity,

kc isthemolecular
diffusivity
of thescalarC, Us (j = 1, 2, 3)
are the instantaneous
velocitycomponents(U• = U, U2 = V,

oldsdecomposition
(Ui:
Ot

(Ui} + ui; C = (C} + c) to (1)

+(u,)a(c)
: Ox•
(.,c)
a(a(c)
)
Oxj
Ox•

(2)

where angle bracketsdenote ensembleaveragingassumedto
convergeto the time averagingby the ergodichypothesis[Monin and Yaglom,1971,pp. 215-218, 249-256] and (u•} and
are both zero. Here, capital and lowercaseletters represent
instantaneousvariables and turbulent fluctuations, respec-

tively.Noticein (2) that both {C} andthe covariance{u•c} are
unknown,and thus,(2) is not "closed."
•Alsoat Centerfor Hydrologic
Sciences,
DukeUniversity,
Durham,
As discussedby Raupach [1988], a popular closureapproxNorth Carolina.
imation, known asK theory,assumesthat the local relationship
2Alsoat Departmentof AppliedSciences,
Brookhaven
National
between the turbulent vertical flux of a scalar entity (Fc =
Laboratory,Upton, New York.
{wc}) and the mean concentrationgradientis givenby
Copyright1997 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
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Fc(z)= -K(z) dz
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whereK(z) is the eddydiffusivity.The K theory,or an Ohm's
law resistanceanalogto K theory are widelyusedin climatic,
hydrological,and ecologicalmodelssuchasthe big-leafmodel
[e.g.,Van denHurk and McNaughton,1995;McNaughtonand
Van den Hurk, 1995; Dolman and Wallace, 1991; Meyersand
Baldocchi,1988;Dyer and Hicks, 1970].However,basedon the
detailedexperimentsof Denmeadand Bradley[1985],it is recognizedthat K theory is inadequatefor describingturbulent
fluxesfrom local gradientswithin the canopydue to the strong
variabilityin the sourcesand sinksof the scalarC, and due to
the possibleoccurrenceof countergradient
transfer[alsoRaupach, 1988; Wilson, 1989; Thurtell, 1989]. Also, as noted by
Corrsin[1974]andRaupach[1988],K theoryisjustifiableif the
lengthscaleof turbulentmotionwhichmaintainsthe turbulent
flux F c is much smaller than the length scaleresponsiblefor
changesin the meangradient(d(C)/dz). Corrsin's[1974]condition for the application of K theory is violated in many
canopyenvironmentssincethe variabilityin sourcesand sinks
of C introduceslargevariabilityin the profileof (C) within the
canopyover short distancesas evidencedby the data of Raupach [1988], 14qlson[1989], and Thurtell [1989]. A suite of
higher-orderEulerian closuremodelshavebeen developedto
circumventsome of the limitations of K theory [e.g., Meyers
and Paw U, 1986, 1987; Finnigan and Raupach,1987;Meyers
and Baldocchi,1988]. However, thesemodelsappearto be still
flawed becausegradient transfer schemes,analogousto K theory, are generallyemployedto attain closurefor the higherorder statistics[e.g.,Deardorff,1978;Sawford,1985;Raupach,
1988;Baldocchi,1992].
Lagrangianmodels,which considerthe massconservation
equationby followingan infinitesimalcontrolvolumemoving
with the fluid (materialparticle),circumventsomeof the problems encounteredin higher-orderEulerian closuremodels.A
key advantageto the Lagrangianmodels is their ability to
explicitlyaccountfor the particlehistoryand thustheir ability
to accountdirectlyfor the coherencyin the turbulenttransfer
within canopies.As in Eulerian models,Lagrangianmodels
vary in complexityasto how the particletrajectoryis described
in relation to observedfeaturesof canopyturbulence.A key
disadvantageof Lagrangianmodels is their inability to compute the velocityfieldwithin the flow domainof interest.This,
in part, is due to the strongnonlinearityin the resultingequations of motion in the Lagrangianframe of reference[Monin
and Yaglom,1971, pp. 531-532].
As discussed
in the reviewby Raupach[1988],canopytransport experimentsover the last 3 decadesclearlydemonstrated
that canopyturbulence,especiallyin forests,is (1) inhomogeneous,(2) coherentand persistentwith finite integraltimescales,and (3) non-Gaussianwith vertical velocityskewness
valuesup to -1.5. Early analyticsolutionsto homogeneous
and Gaussianturbulencediffusionproblemsdevelopedby Taylor [1921]yield usefulresultsthat clearlydemonstratethe important role of coherencyin turbulent transportbut do not
accountfor the inhomogeneityand non-Gaussiandistribution
of the velocitystatistics.On the other extreme,recent"random
walk" and "random flight" models have been proposed to
simulateparticletrajectoryin inhomogeneous
[Horstand Well,
1992; Leclerc and Thurtell, 1990; Leclerc et al., 1988; Thomson,

1987; Sawford, 1985; Ley and Thomson,1983; Wilsonet al.,
1983; Legg and Raupach, 1982; Wilsonet al., 1981a, b; Reid,
1979]and non-Gaussianturbulence[Sawford,1986,1993;Wilson and Flesch,1993;Luhar and Britter, 1989;Duet al., 1994].
However, random flight models suffer from mathematical

problemsin stronglynon-Gaussianturbulence,and the calculationsare lengthyand noisydue to the large numberof particlesand time stepsrequired.
Raupach [1983, 1988, 1989a, b] proposed the "localized
near-field theory" or LNF, which is an intermediate classof
models between the analytic theories of Taylor [1921] for
Gaussianhomogeneousturbulenceand the complexrandom
flight models.The LNF theoryis capableof incorporatingthe
nonhomogeneityand persistencyof turbulence,but is incapable of incorporatingthe non-Gaussiandistributionof the velocity statisticswhen comparedto random flight models.
Whether LNF is a significantimprovementoverK theory in
practicalfield applicationsremainsunresolved.Supportfor the
usefulnessof LNF is evidencedby the wind tunnel and field
experimentspresentedby Raupach[1989a] andRaupachet al.
[1992].However, Van den Hurk and McNaughton[1995],McNaughtonand Van den Hurk [1995], and Dolman and Wallace
[1991] report that the LNF near-field correctionsare minor
and K theory is adequatefor describingmassand heat fluxes
from canopies.We note that both the Dolman and Wallace
[1991] and Raupachet al. [1992] field experimentswere over
shortcrops(not exceeding3 m).
The objectiveof this studyis to evaluatethe usefulnessof
LNF in predicting the relationshipbetween the sourcesand
sinks,turbulent fluxes,and mean concentrationsof CO2 in a
complexcanopyenvironmentsuchas a forest. An experiment
was carried in an 11-13 m tall uniform-aged and managed
loblolly pine stand,where profiles of mean CO2 concentrations, CO2 turbulent fluxes,and other velocity statisticswere
measured.The specificobjectivesof this studyare to predict
the diurnalvariationof CO2 fluxesfrom profile measurements
and other velocitystatisticsusingLNF, to investigatethe CO2
flux errors resulting from the Gaussiandistribution and the
neglectof advectivetransportin LNF, and to compareLNF
and K theory CO2 flux predictionswithin the forestedsystem.

2.

Theory

In the Lagrangian frame of reference, the motion of an
infinitesimalmaterial particle of air can be describedby

Xi(t) = X•(to) +

Ui(s) ds

(4)

o

whereX i (= X•, X2, X3) is the positionvectorfrom a preset
origin, Ui are the Lagrangianvelocity componentsof the air
parcel,andXi(to) is the initial positionvectorof the air parcel
at time t o. The Navier-Stokesequationsdescribingthe time
evolutionof the Eulerian velocity componentscan be transformed into the Lagrangianframe of reference [e.g., Monin
and Yaglom,1971, pp. 531-532] to obtain an equationfor Ui;
however, such a transformation results in viscous interaction

forcesthat are describedby nonlineartermsof the fifth degree
in the variableX i. Thus the solutionto the Lagrangianequations of motion for Ui is much more difficultthan their Eulerian counterpart.
In this studyan infinitesimalmaterial particleof air (or air
parcel) is definedas a tiny connectedlump of air containing
many moleculesof material C and is smallerin size than the
smallesteddy size within the canopy [e.g., Hunt, 1982]. The
smallesteddy is of the order of the Kolmogorovmicroscale

T}(= [V3/(STKE)]
1/4'• 1mm),where•,istheairkinematic
viscosity,
and (eTICE)
is the meanturbulentkineticenergydissipation
rate
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per unit massof fluid.For thisair parcel,the conservation
of mass mogeneousturbulenceand servesas the main introductionto
LNF theory.In the caseof steadyhomogeneous
turbulencewith
for a scalarC, suchas CO2, at positionXi is givenby
zeromeanverticalvelocity(W(t)).= 0, the EulerianvelocitystadC(Xi, t)
O2C(Xi,t)
tisticsare nonbiasedsamplesof the Lagrangianvelocitystatistics
:
(s)
dt
OXiOXi
[seePasquilland Smith,1983,pp. 80-84; Fischeret al., 1979,pp.
60-61; McComb, 1990,pp. 447-449]. In thiscase,if an ensemble
Hence the air parcel changesits concentrationonly by molecof marked air parcels(markedby a tracer suchas CO2) are
ular diffusion.The Lagrangian dispersiontheory within the
releasedfrom a pointsourceat t = 0 andz - 0, thenthe averaged
canopyutilizesthe conservation
of massin (5) as follows:
depth at time t of the resultingcloud is related to the velocity
1. Scalar sources and sinks, which are molecular fluxes at
statistics
by Taylor's[1921]kinematictheorem,
the leaf-atmosphereinterface,are definedby a sourcedensity
functionS(Xi, t), with dimensions
of massof C per unit mass
of air per unit time. At the leaf sourcelocations,S(Xi, t) is
dt = 2cr2wRL(s)
ds
(7)
nonzero,but it is zero everywhereelse.Throughout this study,
we refer to S(Xi, t) asa source,but it is understoodthat S(X•,
wherecrz : ([Z(t) - (Z(t))]2) •/2, Ri.(s) = (W(t)W(t +
t) canbe positive(source)or negative(sink).
2 is the Lagrangian
autocorrelation
functionof W(t) at
2. Moleculardiffusionin (2) is negligible,so(5) reducesto
2
time lag s, and crw = (W(t)2) is the root-mean-square
LadC/dt = 0, except at the source location where dC/dt =
S(X•, t). That is,oncethe air parcelis in contactwith a source, grangianvertical velocity, assumedto be identical to the Eu-

f0
t

it changes
itsconcentration,
butretainsthatconcentration
asit • lerianverticalvelocityvariance[Tennekes
andLumley,1972].
dispersesby the turbulentvelocityfield.
3. The thin laminar boundary layers around individual
leavesare consideredaspart of the sourceterm S(Xi, t). That
is, the variation of the leaf boundarylayer thicknessis small
enoughso that S(Xi, t) can be treated as a point source
relative to the air volumewithin the canopy.
These assumptionsare valid if the airflow inside and above
the canopyis at a high enough Reynoldsnumber (R e =
UrLr/v) andPecletnumber(Pe = UrLr/kc) sothat the rate
of changeof concentrationdue to molecular diffusionis negligible. Here, Ur and L r are characteristicturbulent velocity
and length scales,respectively.
2.1.

Steady Homogeneous Turbulence

The Lagrangianautocorrelation
functioniswell approximated
by
an exponential
form [Snyder
andLumley,1971]and is givenby

RL(s) = exp (-s/TD

(8)

where T/. is the Lagrangianintegral timescale[Tennekesand
Lumley, 1972, pp. 229-230; Csanady,1973; Corrsin,1963].
Hence (7) can be solvedfor crz(t) to give

(O'z(t))
2: 2crwT•.
22(•rt 1+ exp(-t/TO

(9)

In a steadyhomogeneous
flow the distributionsof W(t) and
Z(t) are both Gaussian,so the transitionprobabilitydensity

functionP(z, tl0, 0) is determined
by

In stationary,horizontallyhomogeneouscanopyconditions,
the mean concentrationof a scalarC(z, t) is related to the
statisticsof an ensembleof dispersingmarked fluid parcelsat
Sincecrz(t) is relatedto thevelocitystatistics
by (9), (10) shows
a givenverticallocation(z) and time (t) by
how the transitionprobabilitydensityfunctionis explicitlyrelated to the velocity statistics.Also, as discussedby Raupach
[1988],(9) suggests
that the turbulencedispersion
followsdifferent dynamicsin the limitswhen t >> TL and t << TL. That is,

P(z,
tO,0): 2• crz(t)
exp 2O.z(t52
(10)

(C(z,t))-f
f P(z,
tzo,
to)S(zo,
to)
dzodto
(6)

where anglebracketsdenoteensembleaveraging,S(zo, to) is
a sourceor sink strength of the scalarfrom a unit volume of

leaves,
P(z, tlzo,to) is the transition
probability
densityfunc-

Crz(t)
: xf•crwr•.
•t - 1)1/2t/rL>>
1

tion that definesthe probabilityof an air parcel released at
time to from a positionz o beingobservedat time t and position
z [seeMcComb, 1990,pp. 436-459]. Sincethe air parcel concentrationdirectlymeasuresthe sourcestrength,(6) statesthat
the ensembleconcentrationcan be interpreted as a weighted
average concentration,where the weights are given by the
transitionalprobability densityfunctions.The main challenge

be describedas diffusive.This is not the case for small t/TL

in Lagrangian
dispersion
modelingis to specifyP(z, t]Zo,to)

(near field), where the clouddepth definingthe mean trajec-

trz(t)
= xf•crwrL
•

t/r•<<
1

Hence, when the travel time is large (far field), the dispersion
of particlesby turbulenceproducesa cloudwith depthincreas-

ingast 1/2.Thusthe turbulence
dispersion
in the far fieldcan

from readily measuredEulerian velocity statistics.As noted tory growslinearlywith time nextto the source(seeFigure l a;
earlier, the solution to the Navier-Stokes equations in the alsoseeRaupach[1989a]).Hence the turbulencedispersionin
Lagrangianframe of referencecan producethe statisticsof Ui, the near field close to a source is considered nondiffusive.
but theseequationsare muchmore difficultto solvedue to the Within the near field the travel time is smallerthan the integral
nonlinearityin the viscousforceswhen comparedto their Eu- timescale,and hence S(z, t) variability within the canopy
lerian counterpart. Hence, within the context of Lagrangian volume significantlycontributesto the mean concentrationdue
models,the velocity statisticsare assumedto be known or can to turbulencepersistenceand finite integral timescales.In the
far field, persistenceis not significantand turbulenceis diffube related to their Eulerian counterpart.
Therelationbetween
P(z, tlzo,to) andthevelocitystatistics sive.This is the essenceof LNF theory as derivedby Raupach
wasfirst carriedout by Taylor[1921]for the caseof steadyho- [1983,1988,1989a,b]. Much of the materialbelowis presented
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smallerthanunity.SinceP,•(z, t zo, to) is unknown,
it canbe
approximatedby its value determinedin a locally homogeneous turbulencewith velocity and timescalesO'w(Zo)and

TL(Zo). For homogeneous
turbulence
bothP(z, t Zo,to) and

PT(Z,t Zo,to) areknownfromtheanalytic
results
of Taylor
[1921],and thus?•(z, t Zo, to) canbe determined.That is,

Point
Source

Time (t)

Far
Field

ß

(Jz=(2(JwTL(t-TL))1/2

(•z=(•wt

Figure la.

Definition of Lagrangianvariables.

LNF does not explicitlyaccountfor the nonhomogeneityin
turbulencefor determiningP•. Within the canopythe turbulenceis not homogeneous,
and o-w and TL varywith height.To
account for this nonhomogeneityin the far field, Raupach

[1989a] suggestedthat KT be replaced by Kf(z) =
O'w(z)2TL(Z).This approximation
is satisfactory
for nearneutral conditionsand in plant canopies,but is unsatisfactory
for convectiveboundarylayers.Numerical simulationsusing

Sawford's
[1986]randomflightapproach
suggest
thatthisKT
approximationis valid if d[ (o-,•(z) TL (z) ]/dz doesnot exceed
0.4 (i.e., whenthe turbulenceis weaklyinhomogeneous).
It is

by Raupach[1989a,b]. For completeness,
we reviewthe main
stepsin the derivationof LNF to highlightkey assumptions
that
are knownto be violatedwithin the plant canopyenvironment.
2.2.

Localized Near-Field Theory

The CO2 in a canopyis being emitted (or absorbed)by a
largenumberof point sourcesor sinksat the organscale(leaf,
branch,or stemsection)insidethe canopyvolume.The leaves
per unit volume are approximatedby point sourcesor sinks
relative to the airflow insidethe canopy.The plumesemitted
from each leaf volume passthrough both the near-field and
far-field dispersionregimes;hence at a tower or measurement
location inside the canopy,plumes at all stagesof evolution
occur, and the concentrationis the superpositionof all these
plumes(see,e.g.,Figure lb andKaimal and Finnigan[1994,p.
92]). The near-field contributionto the dispersionoccursat
timescalesup to TL. In order to relate this timescale to a
physicaldimension,we note that within a canopyof height h,
TL ,-- h/o-w, and (U) --- o-w, so an estimateof the maximum
travel distancethat will be significantlyinfluencedby the near
field is (U)TL --- h. Hence all leavesthat are within a distance
h from the measurementpoint will contribute,in a nondiffusive manner, to the mean concentrationat that point.

exact for homogeneousturbulence.
Next, we consideran extensivecanopywith negligibleadvectionso that a balancebetweenthe turbulentflux througha
plane parallel to the ground surface at height z from the
ground and the sourceprofile is given by

Fc(z) = Fc(O) +

(•3)

where Fc(z ) = (wc) is the turbulent flux at heightz, and
F c(O) is the groundflux. For this canopy,analogousto the
transitionprobabilitydensityfunction,the mean concentration

canalsobe decomposed
intoa far-fieldCf(z, t) anda nearfield C•(z, t) so that

C(z, t) = G(z, t) + C•(z, t)

C/(z, t) =

fO
© •t-rL(zo)
S(zo)

Pt(z, t Zo,t

"0

+ TL(zo)) dtodzo

The LNF theoryderives
P(z, tlzo,to) for nonhomogeneous
turbulenceas a functionof the velocitystatisticsaccountingfor
near- and far-field differencesin dispersionregimes.For that
purpose,Raupach[1989a,b] decomposedthe transitionprobability densityfunction into two components,

S(z) dz

C•(z, t) --

S(zo)

(14)

P•(z, t Zo,to) dtodzo

Based on the previouslyproposed idealized diffusivecloud,
Raupach[1983; 1989a,b] showedthat the far-field and nearfield concentrations

are best matched

if

P(z, tlzo,to)- P•(z, tlZo,to+ TL)+ P•(J, tlzo,to)
wherePf andPn arethe far-fieldandthenear-fieldtransition
probabilitydensityfunctions,respectively.In order to arrive at
an analytic description of the transition probability density
function,Raupach [1989a, b] suggestedconstructinga purely
artificialdiffusiveplumethat (1) is identicalto the real disper-

•

CanopyLayer
Fc

sioncloudat thefar field(i.e.,P(z, tlZo,to) - Pf(z, tlzo,
to)), and (2) bestmatchesPn for timescales
comparableto T•
(althoughLNF cannotexactlymatchP•). SinceP• isunknown
for inhomogeneous
turbulence,Raupachsuggested
estimating
P• assuminglocally homogeneousturbulencewith a velocity
and timescaleO-w(Zo)and T• (Zo) usingthe analytictheoryof
Taylor [1921]. The best match betweenthis artificial diffusive

cloudand the real cloudis whenP(z, t[zo, to) approaches Figure lb.

Conceptualframeworkfor the applicationof Lagrangian models in forested ecosystemsfrom Kaimal and
tlzo,to) approaches
P,•(z, tlzo,to) when(t - to)/T• ismuch Finnigan [1994].

P•(z, tlZo,to) as(t - to)/r• becomes
verylarge,andP(z,

KATUL ET AL.' LAGRANGIAN
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n relative to the reference height cR. Repeat the calculations
by placingthe unit sourceat z2, z3, "', Zm until all elements

ZR

[F(z)/K/(z)] dz

of the dispersion
matrixD ij are computed.
The estimation
of

C•(z)
=fo
[k•(Z-Zo
••w(Z0)
S(zo)
+ k. rrw(Zo)TL(Zo)
Z+Zo

9313

(15)

the concentrationprofile from each unit sourceis carried out
usingthe LNF formulationdescribedin (13), (14), and (15)
with the given profilesof rrw(Z) and Tz•(z) and a unit S as
input (the forward problem). It shouldbe noted that the farfield concentrationis estimatedby neglectinglongitudinal advectionwithin the canopy.This assumptionwill be evaluatedin
the results and discussion section.

5. OnceD u is known,the concentration
profile and the
sourceprofileS• canbe determined
bythesuperposition
prin-

o-(s)exp.
2o_2(s)
1f0•exp(--s)(
--x2
)ds

k•(x)
= 2•

ciple. This principle statesthat if source densitiesS• and S2
produceconcentrationfields C 1 and C2, then a sourcedensity
S1 + S2 produce a concentrationfield C1 + C2 [alsoMonin
and Yaglom, 1971, pp. 591-606]. More formally,

• -0.39894 In [1 - exp (- xl)]
-0.15623 exp (- x )

j=m

wherek,, is a near-fieldkernel function,and the approximation
to k,, in (15) is derived by Raupach [1989b]. Though this
artificial

diffusion

for near-field

effects on the mean

concentration

had

the turbulence been locally homogeneouswith a velocity
rrw(Zo)and timescaleTL (Zo). This completesthe Lagrangian
descriptionof the relationshipbetweenS(z), C (z), andF (z).
Notice in (15) that if S(z), rrw(Z), and TL(z) are known,
F(z) canbe estimatedfrom (13), andthe concentration
profile
canbe estimatedfrom (14) and (15). This approachwascalled
the "forwardproblem"by Raupach[1989a].
The "inverseproblem"is definedas follows:given rrw(Z),
TL(z), and C(z) (rather than S(z)), can we use (13), (14),
and (15) to solvefor S(z) and F(z). It is this "inverse"problem that is of interestin practice,sinceS (z) cannotbe directly
measured in forested canopies.The solution of the inverse
problem is considerednext.
2.3.

The

Inverse

LNF

(•7)

j=l

cloud does not match the true near field for

nonhomogeneousturbulencewithin the plant canopy,it does
account

C1- Ca= • Di;S;
dz;

If m - n, the above equation involvessolvingm linear

equations
with m unknowns
for the sourceprofile(S•; j =
1, ..., m), sincethe dispersion
matrixD i• andCi areknown.
The flux profile can be estimatedfrom (13). Raupach[1989a]
noted that the solutionto this systemis very sensitiveto small
errors in the concentration

measurements

or the estimation

of

rrw(Z) and T• (z). Hence one approachto overcomethis difficulty is to include someredundant concentrationdata in the

estimationof S• from Ci, suchthat the m sourcestrength
densities

are estimated

from

n concentration

measurements

with m < n. Hence Raupach[1989a]proposeda least squares
approachthat bestdescribes
the measuredCi profile (i = 1,...,

n) fromSj (j = 1,..., m) byminimizing
thesquared
error
n

g

Problem

In practice,profile measurementsare made at discretelay- where e is the mean squareerror in the predictedprofile (C,)
ers, and thus the solutionto the inverseproblem is done in a from
S/,and(7,isthemeasured
concentration
profile.
Replacdiscreteform. In this sectionwe review the key stepsin the ing (18)in (17),
work by Raupach[1989a]of how to use discreteconcentration
] --•/T/
measurementsto predict S(z) and F(z) in conjunctionwith
(19)
E OqSj
dz;- (C,- Ca)
either measuredor assumedprofiles of rrw(z) and Tr(z)
1=1
within and abovethe canopy.
1. The canopyis dividedinto m horizontallayers,eachhaving

2

a uniformsource
density
Sjoverdz/(:zj - zi_•),wherej: 1,...,

The valuesSsthat minimizee are givenby

m. Any scalarfluxoriginatingfrom the groundis lumpedwith the
sourceterm from the lowestlayer.
2. The concentrationmeasurements
Ci within and abovethe
canopyare availableat n measurement
heights(i - 1,.-., n).
whichresultsin m linearequations
withm unknowns
(= Ss).
3. The rrw(z) and T• (z) profileswithin and above the These equationsare of the form
canopyare measuredor estimated.While both of thesestatistics
are Lagrangianquantities,theymaybe estimatedfrom Eulerian
• As/•S/•
= Bs,
velocityand integraltimescalestatistics.
This will be further disk--1
cussedin the resultsand discussion
section.For the purposeof
thissection,it is assumedthat rr•(z) and TL(z) are known.
4. A dispersionmatrix is computedfrom
(21)
As/•
= • Disdz,D1/•
dz/•

OS-•:
0 j: 1,2,..., m

t=l

Cl -- CR

D1•
= S•dz•

(16)

as follows' Place a unit sourceat height z •, and computethe
resultingconcentrationprofile ci at all heightsz i for i = 1 to

1=tl

(20)
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noiselevel for the CO2 outputchannelwasbelow0.3 ppm. A
Campbell ScientificKrypton hygrometer(KH20), colocated
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,

,

Sept. 1994
,

with the CA27 at 9.0 m, was used to check tube attenuation

and lag responsetime of the LICOR 6262water vapor signal.
AppendixA presents
a comparison
betweenthe twowatervapor
measurements
and the lag time corrections
appliedto the CO2
time seriesprior to estimatingthe covariance
betweenthe CO2
concentration
and the CA27 verticalvelocitytime series.
The measurements
of CO2 profileswere carriedout usinga
LICOR 6252 gasanalyzerat six elevations(1, 3, 6, 9, 12, and
19.5m), sequentially.The concentrationmeasurementat each
level required 1.25 min dwell time in order to purgethe existing air andfor the gasanalyzerto determinethe 1 min average

.._.

Z6

•

3

• _•/ ß per1-meterlaye

0
0

0 cum•
1

2

.3

Area Index (m
Figure 2.

4

CO2 concentration.In order to insure steadinessin the mean

)

The measured cumulative and actual leaf area in-

dex (LAI) profile at the tower facility.

Hence
using
themeasured
•i, andbyestimating
Do from
trw(Z) andTL(Z), Sj canbe determined
bysolving
theabove
m equations.
SinceSj is estimated,
F c canbe computed
from

Sj= dzj

(22)

This completesthe reviewof the LNF "inverseproblem"in the
absenceof advectivetransportas outlinedbyRaupach[1989a].

3.

Experiment

In order to investigatethe usefulnessof LNF to predict
sourcesand fluxesof CO2 in forests,an experimentwascarried
out on September 19, 1994. The site is a 1000 m x 300 m 12
year old managedPinustaedaL. (loblollypine) standpatch
within the Blackwood division of the Duke Forest in Durham,

North Carolina(35ø98'N,79ø8'W,elevation= 163m). Further
details about the site and understoryspeciescompositioncan
be found in the work by Ellsworthet al. [1995]. The site is
equippedwith a 20 m walkup tower situatedsome100 m from
the southernedge and 50 m from the westernedge.The measurementsconsistedof (1) CO2 mean concentration
profiles,
(2) CO2 eddycorrelationfluxesat z = 9 m, and (3) supporting
turbulent velocitystatisticswithin and abovethe canopy.
The three velocitycomponents(U•, U2, U3) and air temperature (T) were measuredusing a Gill triaxial ultrasonic
anemometerat 13 m above the ground surface(see Katul
[1994] and Katul et al. [1995] for anemometerdetails).The
sonicpath of the Gill anemometer is 0.149 m. The measurements were corrected for transducershadowingeffects and
rotated so that the U• is alignedalongthe mean longitudinal
wind directionat the canopytop every20 min. Two Campbell
Scientific(CA27) one-dimensionalsonicanemometers,situated at 9 m and 14 m above the ground surface,were also
availableduringthis experimentand provideddirect measurements of T•r and •rw. The CA27 sonicinsidethe canopywas
situatedat least 60 cm (4 times the path length) from the
nearest leaf to avoid any potential interferencesbetweenthe
reflected

sonic wave from the CA27

sonic transducer

and the

meteorologicalconditions,the CO2 concentrationprofile data
were averagedevery20 min (three measurements
per level).
Due to the availabilityof two CO2 measurementsat 9.0 m, a
comparisonbetween the mean CO2 concentrationobtained
from the 10 Hz LICOR 6262(N = 12,000 points)instrument
and the CO2 LICOR 6252 gas analyzerwas carried out in
Appendix B.
A 21X CampbellScientificmicrologgerwasusedto sample
the five analogvelocitysignals,the Gill triaxial sonicanemometer temperaturesignal,the KH20 Kryptonhygrometersignal,
and the two LICOR 6262 CO2/H20 signalsat 10 Hz. The data
from the 21X were transferredvia an opticallyisolatedRS232
interface(CampbellScientificSC32A) to a portablepersonal
computerand storedon a hard drive for future processing.
While the 50 m fetchwassmallfor southerlywind conditions,
the winds above the canopywere predominantlyfrom the
north for thisday.Also, it shouldbe notedthat the eddycorrelationmeasurements
wereperformedinsidethe canopyand the
fetchwasnot as criticalasfor surfacelayerexperiments.
The shoot silhouettearea index, a value analogousto the
leaf areaindex(LAI), wasmeasuredin the verticalby a pair of
LICOR LAI 2000 plant canopy analyzerson September9,
1994, and is shownin Figure 2. The data in Figure 2 were not
correctedfor foliageaggregationas can be commonin conifer
trees.Hence the valuesare onlyusedfor qualitivecomparisons
with the LNF-predictedsource/sink
profiles.Notice in Figure2
that three peaksin the LAI profile are evident,but the maximum LAI is at 6.5 m. Also, from Figure 2, the LAI contribution of the understoryis significantrelative to the overallLAI.
The CO2 profiles and turbulence statisticsmeasurements
were usedto estimatethe mean sourcestrengthand turbulent
flux profiles.The predictedCO2 turbulent fluxeswere compared with direct eddy correlationmeasurementson a 20 min
time step throughoutthe day.
4.

Results

and Discussion

4.1. Estimation of •rw and T• Profiles

The verticalvelocityvarianceprofile was determinedevery
20 min from the velocitymeasurements
asfollows:(1) For z >
14 m, a constant value identical to the measured value at z =

14 mwas used. (2) Forz > 9 m andz < 14 m, a linear
interpolationbetweenthe measurements
was carriedout. (3)
For z > 0 and z < 9 m, a linear functional form was used

betweenthe measuredvaluesat 9 m (trw(9)) andan estimated
waving motion of the leaves.
trw(0) = 0.3trw(9). The factor 0.3 was determinedfrom
A fast responseLICOR 6262 CO2/I-I20 gasanalyzerwith 10 Raupach [1988]. It is assumedthat these Eulerian vertical
Hz samplingcapabilitywas used to samplethe CO2 concen- velocity measuredstatisticsare unbiasedsamplesof the Latrationat 9.0m usinga 10L min-• flowrate.Thepeak-to-peak grangianvalues[Pasquilland Smith, 1983].We alsocompared
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Figure3a. Therelationship
between
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crw(= (W2)
1/2)

i

,

16
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and u, at z/h - 1. The solidline is crw - 1.25u,, whichis the best
fit line to the measurements
in the work by Raupach[1988].

Figure 3c. Similar to Figure 3b, but for the mean GO2 con-

our measurementswith the measurementsreported by Raupach [1988] for z/h = 1.0 by comparing the relationship
betweencrw and u, in Figure 3a. Good agreementis noted in
Figure 3a betweenmeasurementsand the similarityrelationship crw = 1.25u,, confirmingthe suitabilityof this relationship for a wide range of surfaceconditions.
The integraltimescalewasassumedto be constantwith height
asin theworkbyRaupach[1988]andidenticalto thevalueabove
the canopy.The valueabovethe canopywasdeterminedby

where p•r(s) is the Eulerian verticalvelocityautocorrelation
function.In practice,the aboveintegrationwas carried out up
to the first zero crossing(seeAppendixC). The valueof a was
assumedto be height-independent.The averageEulerian in-

= t3r[ave)
(23)

at six levels.

tegral timescalewas determinedfrom the verticalvelocitytime
seriesmeasurementsby averagingthe measuredT•r at 9, 13,
and 14 m. In order to comparewith Raupach[1988],we computedthe dimensionless
timescaleT* = (u, TL)/h for all the
runsin Figure 3b. The horizontaldashedline is the meanvalue
of the data of Raupach [1988]. The agreementis within the
scatterdisplayedby Raupach [1988].
4.2. Predictions of CO2 Sourcesand Fluxes Using LNF

/•=

where a • 1 and T•r is the Eulerian integral timescaledetermined

centration

from

TE =

pE(s) ds

(24)
(w(t + s)w(t))
2

In order to predict CO2 scalarsourcesand fluxesusingLNF,
two setsof inputsare required:(1) the mean CO2 concentration profilewithin and abovethe canopy;and (2) the profilesof
crw and Tz•. A vertical grid with dz = 0.25 m was first constructed,resultingin 80 nodes.A fine-resolutiongrid (0.25 m)
was necessarysincethe flux was computedby integratingthe
sourceprofile as in (13). The 80 nodeswere a goodcompromise between a fine grid size and the potential instabilities
resulting from the Gauss-Jordanelimination method for in-
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Figure 3b. The diurnal variation of the dimensionlesscan-

opytimescaleT* = u, (13T•r)/h; 13= a (U)/crw, and a = 1,
h = 13 m. The horizontal

dashed line is the mean value of T*

from a wide rangeof experimentsreportedby Raupach[1988].
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Figure 3d. The assumedprofilesof C, o-,, Tz• (time, 1140).
The LNF predictedsourceand flux profilesare presented.The
LAI profile is also shownfor qualitativecomparisonwith the
sourceprofile.
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m s-1) suggest
thatthemodeledandmeasured
CO2fluxesat
z = 9 m are in good agreement.

/

0
/

0

4.4.

Error Analysis

/

As was noted in the theory section,two key assumptions
mustbe satisfiedin the LNF formulation:(1) the canopyflow
is purely dispersivewith no advectivetransport,and (2) the
distributionof the vertical velocityis near-Gaussian.In order
to checkhow significantthese simplificationsare on the LNF
estimated flux, an error analysiswas carried out. For that
purpose,the error in the 20 min CO2 fluxesat 9 m (eF) was
computedby

/

o
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00 /;
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0.4

•F = F•LNF)
-- F•ec)

(25)

andeddycorFigure 4. Comparisonbetween eddy correlation measured whereF? NF)andF? ) aretheLNF predicted
relation
measured
CO2
fluxes.
In
order
to
evaluate
the influand LNF predictedaveraged20 min CO2 fluxes.The 1:1line is
ence of the above two assumptionson the LNF flux predicalsoshown(r2 = 0.58).
tions,we considerthe followingrelations:(1) If the advective
transportsignificantlyaffectsthe LNF flux predictions,then ev
and the meanlongitudinalvelocity(U) at the canopytop must
approximation
verting matrices[seePresset al., 1992, pp. 22-34]. The mean be stronglycorrelated.(2) If the near-Gaussian
significantly
affects
the
LNF
flux
predictions,
then
ev and the
CO2 concentrationprofiles at these nodeswere determined
from linear interpolation between the six measurementlevels vertical velocity skewnessand flatnessfactors at 9 m must be
shownin Figure 3c. Notice in Figure 3c that the highestCO2 stronglycorrelated.
Thesetwo pointsare consideredin Figures5a, 5b, and 5c. In
concentrationvaluesoccur closeto the ground surfaceexcept
betweenhours 13 and 14. We note that interpolatingbetween Figure 5a, ev as a function of (U) is shownalongwith the
concentrationmeasurementsdeparts from the suggestions
by regressionline. No significanttrend at the 95% confidence
Raupach [1989a], who assumedthat the sourceprofile was limits was observed,suggestingthat the errors in neglecting
constant acrossdz, where dz is determined from the measure- advectivetransportare not very significantfor this experiment.
ment grid. In Appendix D, we further explore the conse- However, Figure 5b doessuggestthat the skewnesshas some
quencesof assuminga continuousconcentrationprofile vis h marginal effectson the LNF estimatedCO2 flux. The regresvis Raupach'sdiscontinuous
sourceprofile.
sion slopewas statisticallysignificantlydifferentfrom zero at
The dispersion
matrixD ii with i = 1,-.., 80 andj -- the 95% confidenceinterval. As the measuredskewnessap1, ..-, 52 wasconstructedusing(16) by placinga unit source proacheszero (Gaussian),ev marginallydiminishes(though
strengthatj -- 1, --., 52 and usingthe forwardLNF defined interestinglythe trend is oppositeto that in Figure 5a). We
by (13), (14), and (15). The groundwasassumedto be a source note that for strictly homogeneousturbulence, the velocity
of CO2, and thus the concentrationat the groand level was field is Gaussian[Batchelor,1953,pp. 169-174]. In Figure 5c,
assumed
to be the sameasthevalueat z = 1.0 m. OnceD ii ev varied mildly with the flatnessfactor. Recall that for a
is calculatedfor each 20 min time step, the sourceprofile is Gaussian distribution, the flatness factor is 3. These two findcomputedfrom (17) andthe fluxprofileis computedfrom (13). ings are consistentwith the findings from a random flight
As an illustration,Figure 3d showsthe 20 min mean variation
numerical experimentcarried out by Raupach [1988] using
of C, trw, and TL with height (start time, 1140). The LNF
Sawford's[1986] model.
model was used to predict the sourceand flux profilesS(z)
Finally, the sensitivityof LNF to the choiceof a wastested.
and F(z). For referencepurposes,the LAI profile is also
Recall in (24) that a was assumedto be unity. However,the
shown.Notice the closecorrespondence
betweenthe LAI and
value of a is not well defined and has been the subjectof
the S profile. Clearly, the near-field contributionto the C
profile must be responsiblefor sucha closerelation between theoreticaland experimentaltreatmentsfor the past 30 years.
and Lumley[1972,p. 277] proposedan a = 4/3based
the LAI and S. Also, it is interestingto note in Figure 3d that Tennekes
on
the
relationship
betweenthe Lagrangianand Eulerian veLNF predictionsdid reproduce(1) the countergradient
translocity
spectra
in
the
inertial subrange;Snyderand Lumley
port at z = 8 m, (2) the fact that the near-groundair is a CO2
[1971]
found
that
a
=
1 from direct measurementsof the
source,and (3) the fact that the maximumCO2 sourceis at the
while the balloon
canopy-atmosphere
interfaceand that the point of maximum Eulerian and Lagrangianintegraltimescales;
data of Angell [1974] and Pasquilland Smith [1983, p. 87]
LAI is the point of maximumCO2 sink.
suggestan a that canvary from 1 to 2. For that purpose,a was
4.3. Comparisons BetweenLNF Flux Predictions and Eddy varied from 1 to 2 in increments of 0.2. For each a value, the
Correlation

Measurements

root-mean-square
error(e2v)wascomputed
for thewholeday

The
A comparisonbetweenmeasuredand predictedCO2 fluxes by averagingthe squarederror for all 30 measurements.
is shownin Figure 4. A linear regressionmodel of the form variationof (•3) •/2 asa functionof a is shownin Figure5d.

F(c
ec)-- AFc + B wasusedto assess
the modelperformance. Notice that the minimum error occurs at a = 1, and increases
Here,Fc(ec)istheeddycorrelation
measured
flux,andFc isthe linearlywith increasinga. Hence the recommendeda for canLNF predictedflux.The coefficient
of determination
(r2 = opy transportis unity, in agreementwith Raupach's[1988]
0.58) andthestandard
errorof estimate
(SEE= 0.16mgkg-• suggestions.
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Figure 5a. The CO2 flux error 8F as a functionof measured Figure 5c. The CO2 flux error eF as a function of measured
longitudinalvelocity((U)) at z = 13 m. LNF model neglects verticalvelocityflatnessfactor at z -- 9 m. LNF model assumes
advection.

that the flatness factor is 3.

4.5.

agreement with the eddy correlation when compared to K
theory, though further testingis required.

LNF, K Theory, and Near-Field Dispersion

In orderto demonstratethe importanceof near-fieldeffects,
we comparethe CO2 fluxespredictedfrom LNF with fluxes

predicted
using
K(z) = Kf(z) = (rw(z)2Tz•(z)
(analogous
to

5.

K theorywith K beingdefinedby the far-field eddydiffusivity)
and fluxes measuredwith the eddy correlation in Figure 6.
That is, for K theory,the near-fieldcontributionis set to zero
(assuggested
byDolmanand Wallace[1991],McNaughtonand
Van den Hurk [1995], and Van den Hurk and McNaughton
[1995]). It is evident that LNF predictionsare much more
consistent
with the eddycorrelationmeasurements
when compared with K theory.This is very analogousto the arguments
andmeasurements
presentedby Thurtell[1989].In the studyby
Thurtell [1989], a small box containingtwo gaseswhich are
diffusingin oppositedirectionsis used;the concentrationprofile for one of the gasesis measured.It was concludedby the
author that near the source,K theory cannot reproducethe
measuredflux, while away from the source(3 to 4 diffusion
lengthscales),K theoryaccuratelypredictsthe fluxes.We also
comparedthe mean daily CO2 fluxesmeasuredby the eddy

This studyhasfocusedon the relationshipbetweenthe CO2
concentration, source, and flux profiles in a homogeneous
loblollypine standusinga Lagrangiandispersionmodel originally developedby Raupach [1989a, b]. The model inputs
includedestimatesof the Lagrangianintegraltimescaleprofile,
Lagrangianvertical velocity variance profile, and the mean
CO2 concentrationprofile. The Lagrangianintegral timescale
was estimated from measured Eulerian integral timescales
within and abovethe canopy,and the Lagrangianvertical velocityvariancewasassumedidenticalto the Eulerianvalue [see
Corrsin,1959].From theseinputs,the source(or sink) profile
was computed,and the flux profile insidethe canopywas estimated by numericalintegrationof the source(or sink) profile. The CO2 flux predictionsfrom thismodelwere compared
to direct eddy correlation measurementsavailable at z/h =
0.75. Our studydemonstratedthe following:
1. The localizednear-field(LNF) theoryproposedbyRaupach [1983, 1988, 1989a, b] is an operational method for de-

correlation(-0.27 mg kg-• m s-•) and predictedby LNF
(-0.30 mgkg-• m s-•) andK theory(-0.43 mgkg-• m s-•).
It appearsthat at sucha time step,the LNF is also in better

Conclusions
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experiments.
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2. A Campbell ScientificKrypton hygrometerwas colocatedwith the LICOR 6262gasanalyzer.The watervaportime
seriesmeasurements
(samplingrate, 10 Hz) from both instrumentswere comparedevery20 min (N = 12,000 points).
The lag time betweenthe LICOR 6262gasanalyzerand the
Krypton hygrometerwas determinedfrom the cross-correlation CC(s) functionbetweenthe LICOR 6262 gas analyzer

(qaa)andtheKryptonhygrometer
measurement
(qkh)using

E-1

CC(s) =
[]

-2

,

8

i
10

i

i
12

,

i
14

,

i
16

(qaa(t)qkh(t
+ S))

(26)

tT#atTkh

where s is the time lag. The value of s at which CC(s) is

,

18

maximum
(Sopt)determines
the optimallagto be appliedto

the CO2 concentrationtime seriesin the eddycorrelationCO2
Figure 6. Diurnal variation of eddy correlation measured flux measurements.Figure 7a showsthe time evolutionof the
CO2 flux, and predictedCO2 fluxesfrom LNF and K theory. optimallag(sopt)duringthedayforevery20min,aswellasthe
Time (HH)

valueof CC(sopt)at that timelag.Noticethat CC(sopt)
exceeded 0.93 for most conditions.

scribingsourcesand fluxesof CO2 within forestedsystemsif
adequateinformationabout the velocitystatisticsis available.
2. The LNF theory simulatedthe diurnal variation of the
eddy correlationmeasuredCO2 fluxesbetter than K theory,
suggestingthat near-field correctionsmight be importantfor
canopy transport and forest biosphere-atmosphere
interactions.This resultappearsto be at variancewith the conclusions
of Van den Hurk and McNaughton [1995], McNaughtonand
Van den Hurk [1995], and Dolman and Wallace[1991]. This
apparentdifferencemaybe attributedto the factthat (1) these
authorsutilized the equivalentof the "forward"LNF approach
while our studyconsideredthe "inverse"LNF approach,and
(2) the comparisons
betweenmeasuredand predictedCO2
fluxesare within rather than abovethe canopy.In the forward
approach,the near-fieldconcentrationcorrectionsare minor,
and the flux calculationbecomesindependentfrom the dispersion model as in (13). However, in the "inverse"LNF approach,the near-fieldcontributionto the gradientis large [e.g.,
Van den Hurk and McNaughton,1995, Figure 3].
3. The disparitybetween predictionsbasedon LNF and
eddy correlation measurementsdecreasesas the averaging
time period increases.The cumulativefluxespredictedby LNF
and measuredby eddy correlationare very similar.
4. The absenceof the advectivetransportin LNF is reasonablefor within-canopyflux calculations.
5. The departuresfrom non-Gaussiandistributionin the
vertical velocitymarginallyinfluencethe LNF model performance.Our studysuggests
that departuresfrom Gaussiandistribution in the odd moments(e.g., skewness)are more important for LNF CO2 flux estimationthan departuresin the
evenmoments(flatnessfactor).

The small differences can be

attributedto (1) the smearingof high-frequencyfluctuations
within the tube and (2) the marginaldifferencesin air volumes
beingsampledsincethe Kryptonwas20 cm awayfrom the gas
analyzerair intake.

Appendix B: Adequacy of the Profile Sampling
Duration

One main difficultyin measuringthe mean vertical CO2
concentrationprofilesis the need to resolvevery small differencesin mean concentrationmeasurements
within the canopy.
One possiblemethod to achievethis goal is to place many
LICOR 6252 gas analyzers(one analyzerper measurement
level) calibratedprior to the experiment.Both economyand
the unavoidableinstrumentationdrifts preclude that option.
Alternatively,one may samplethe CO2 concentrationsequentially with the samegasanalyzerat manylevels,and repeat this
processseveral times over a samplingperiod that is short
enoughto insurestationarityin the mean meteorologicalconditions. While this profile-samplingmethod is economical,
eliminatesthe instrumentdrift problem,and doesnot require
the high instrumentprecisionneededin the first alternative,it

1.0

.........

2.0

õ

Appendix A: LICOR 6262 Lag Time Corrections
Due to the tubing length between the CO2 intake and the
gas analyzer, the CO2 concentrationmeasurementslag the
one-dimensionalsonicanemometervertical velocitymeasurements. In order to minimize the influence of this lag and
determine its value, the followingwas carried out:
1. The LICOR 6262 gas analyzerwas placed at the top of
the tower (12 m verticaldistance)awayfrom the CO2 intake.
This minimizesthe tubing length betweenthe air intake and
the LICOR 6262 gasanalyzer.The airflowratesto the LICOR

Figure 7a. Correction for LICOR 6262 lag time using a
Krypton hygrometer.The optimal lag time resultingin maximum cross correlation is presented. The maximum crosscorrelationvalue betweenthe two water vapor measurements

6262 were 9-10 L min -•.

is also shown.
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introducesother uncertaintiessuchas the adequatesampling
time to obtain a representativemean concentrationat each
level. In order to evaluatethis inadequacyin the profile measurements,a comparisonwith the 10 Hz LICOR 6262 at 9 m

1.1

was carried

0.7

0.9

calculation

pE(s)=exp(-s/TE)

out.

During this experiment the profile-samplingsystemmeasuredthe mean CO2 concentrationat 9 m throughoutthe day,
and we compared these readingsto the LICOR 6262 mean
concentration
measurement(12,000points)every20 min. This
comparisonis shownin Figure 7b. We note that the two air
ports are separatedby about 2 m. Notice that the profilemeasuredconcentrationsare smoother,indicatingsomelossin
the mean concentration
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Appendix C: Eulerian Integral Timescales via
Zero Crossings
Lenschowet al. [1994] found that earlier integral timescale
estimatesby Lenschowand Stankov [1986] may have been
overestimateddue to the use of the zero-crossingmethod.
They proposedan alternate methodwhich fits an exponential
autocorrelationto the measuredautocorrelationusingregressionanalysis(theyusedthe Fourier domaininsteadof the time
domain).Usingthe "bestfit" exponentialautocorrelationfunction, the integral timescalecan be computedanalyticallywithout the need of numericalintegrationor zero-crossingdetermination. The reported difference between the two
calculationswas a factor of 4 for temperaturefluctuations.In
this appendixwe further explorethe zero-crossingmethod in
relation to the method of Lenschowet al. [1994]. For illustration purposeswe computed the autocorrelationfunction for
the verticalvelocitytime seriesfor a run collectedat 0930. The
measuredautocorrelationfunctionis shownin Figure 8a. The
exponentialautocorrelationfunctionfit is alsoshown(dashed
line). The integraltimescalecomputedby a trapezoidalintegration up to the first zero crossingis 1.5 s, while the integral
timescalecomputedfrom an analyticintegration of the fitted
exponentialfunctionis 2.0 s. Hence the Lenschowet al. [1994]
method and the zero-crossing
method differ by 25%, which is
much smallerthan the differencereported by Lenschowet al.
[1994]. Also, in Figure 8b we showthat the method of Lenschowet al. [1994] will systematically
yield integral timescale
values larger than the zero-crossingmethod due to the unit

1.1

0.9.................... "
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Figure 8. Comparisonsbetween measured(solid) and estimated(dashed)autocorrelationfunctionsshownon (a) a real
time lag axisand (b) a logtime axis.The estimationwascarried
out usingthe methodof Lenschowet al. [1994].

slope at lag 0 (a logarithmicaxis is chosento amplify the
differencesat smalltime lags).We shouldnote that Lenschow
et al.'s [1994] revisedintegral timescalevalueswere smaller
than the valuescomputedby the zero-crossing
method in the
work by Lenschowand Stankov[1986]. This clearly suggests
that the discrepancycould not have been attributed to the zero
crossing.
Also, note that Lenschowand Stankov[1986]usedthe
raw temperaturetime series,while Lenschowet al. [1994]used

filtered time series.The temperaturetime seriesfiltering can
removeundesirabletrendsand low-frequencyfluctuationsthat
significantlyreduce the decayof the autocorrelationfunction.
Hence the discrepancyin the integral timescaleestimatesby
Lenschowand Stankov[1986] and Lenschowet al. [1994] is
likely due to the filtering scheme.We decided to use the
zero-crossingmethod since the decay of the measured autocorrelationfunction is finite at finite lags in contrastto the
exponentialmodel [alsoLumleyandPanofsy,1964,pp. 36-37].
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Figure 7b. Comparisonbetween the profile measuredCO2
concentration(LICOR 6252) and the eddy correlationmeasuredCO2 concentration(LICOR 6262).

and Concentration

Measurements

It was suggestedby Raupach[1989a]that dz be chosensuch
that its magnitude centers vertical concentration measurements. In effect, Raupach's[1989a] approachfragmentsthe
canopyinto layerswith variable thicknessdz and assumesthat
the mean concentrationalong dz is constant,identical to the
measuredvalue. The resultant sourceprofile from such an
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Table 1. Influence of dz on the ComparisonBetween
Predicted and Measured CO2 Flux at z - 9 m for All Runs

2O
--- -

15

I

dz=0.25
m
dz=0.Sm
dz=l.5
m

dz, m

SlopeA

InterceptB

r2

SEE

Raupach

E•10
N

0.10
0.25
0.50

0.981
0.978
0.840

-0.0431
-0.0533
-0.103

0.57
0.58
0.52

3.00

0.794

0.330

0.43

0.16
0.16
0.16
0.18

The regression
modelis Fc = A Fc
(ec)+ B. The standard
errorof
estimate(SEE) and the coefficient
of determination
(r2) are also
shown.

-0.50

-0.25

0.00

0.25

0.50

methoddiffersby a factor of 2 from the eddycorrelationvalue
for this run, we decided to recompute and summarizethe
Figure 9a. The influenceof dz on the LNF computedsource
comparisonbetweenpredictedand measuredfluxesat z = 9 m
profile for the turbulencemeasurements
in Figure 3d.
for all runs in Table 1 usingdz - 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, and 3.0 m,
respectively.Notice that for dz = 0.1, 0.25, and 0.5 the
assumptionis generally discontinuous.In this studywe de- regressionstatisticsare very comparableand superior to the
parted from Raupach'ssuggestions
and assumedthat the con- results obtained with dz - 3.0 m. Based on these results, the
centration profile is continuous.Hence dz was chosensmall proposedapproachmay be more adequatethan a discontinuenough(relative to the canopyheight) to simulatea continu- ous sourceprofile.
S(Z) (mg Kg-1 s-1)

ousconcentrationprofile but not so smallasto resultin a large
number of simultaneousequationswhosesolutionis susceptible to numerical instabilities. Furthermore, dz should not be

chosensmaller than the Kolmogorovmicroscale(-1 mm).
Hence with this near-continuousconcentrationprofile, the resultantsourceprofile will alsobe continuous.A key advantage
to a near-continuoussourceprofile is in the computationof the
flux profile by numericallyintegratingS(z) with respectto z.
We haverepeatedthe sourceand fluxprofilecalculations
for
all runsusingdz = 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1.5, and 3.0 m in order to
assessthe effectsof discretizationon the computedfluxes at
z -- 9 m. Thesedz valueswere chosensuchthat the computed
and measuredCO2 flux nodesat z = 9 rn coincide.Also, the
last dz (3 m) roughlycoincideswith Raupach'ssuggestions.
As an illustrationthe computedsourceand flux profilesfor
the run in Figure 3d are reproducedin Figures9a and 9b for
dz - 0.25, 0.5, 1.5, and 3 m. For dz - 0.1 m, the resultant

sourceand flux profileswere identical to thoseobtainedwith
dz = 0.25 m and are not shownfor claritypurposes.While the
same qualitativefeaturesare evident in all sourceprofile cal-
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